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Introducing……..New Colorescience Pressed Eye Palettes!
Colorescience pressed pure mineral quad palettes provide longlasting, rich color with a smooth, silky application. Complementary
color combinations are made to wear together or alone. Formulated
free of dyes, talc, alcohol and perfume.
Palette Colors:
Timeless Neutrals: Champagne, Camel, Shimmer Copper, Espresso
Enchanted Earth: Almond, Bronze Sheen, Sheer Moss, Burgundy
Seductive Smoke: Platinum, Soft Pink, Charcoal, Midnight Black
Royal Purple: Pink Satin, Lavender, Plum, Deep Purple

Practice Sun Safety…..
Ocean breeze, palm trees swaying and the sound of waves crashing, pure relaxation . . . Vacation time is fast approaching and let’s face it, we are all ready for a trip to a sunny beach. Soaking
up that vitamin D feels wonderful but be sure to practice sun safety. Look for sunscreens that contain 7 percent or more zinc oxide and/or titanium dioxide. These ingredients reflect rather than
absorb sun rays and are safer to use during pregnancy and for infants older than six months.
Sunscreen should be applied 30 minutes before going out and re-applied often (at least every two
hours). Avoid being outdoors during peak hours of sunlight from 10 am to 2 pm. Wear hats with a
broad brim and sun protective clothing. Following these sun safety tips can reduce your exposure
to damaging UV radiation.
Fake Bake Products Good Alternative to Indoor
Tanning
Studies have found a 75 percent increase in the risk
of melanoma in those who have been exposed to UV
radiation from indoor tanning (from the American
Academy of Dermatology website: http://
www.aad.org/skin-care-and-safety/skin-cancerprevention/indoor-tanning/the-dangers-of-indoortanning). Fake Bake Sunless Tanning Products give
you a sun-kissed appearance and are a safe alternative to indoor tanning and sunbathing. This product
line is guaranteed not to have a bad odor, streak,
turn skin orange, or stain your clothes. We carry a
wide array of Fake Bake products.

